The Clifford hierarchy is a set of gates that appears in the theory of fault-tolerant quantum computation, but its precise structure remains elusive. We give a complete characterization of the diagonal gates in the Clifford hierarchy for prime-dimensional qudits. They turn out to be p m -th roots of unity raised to polynomial functions of the basis state to which they are applied, and we determine which level of the Clifford hierarchy a given gate sits in based on m and the degree of the polynomial.
I. INTRODUCTION
We expect that to build a large quantum computer, some sort of fault-tolerant encoding will be necessary in order to deal with imperfections in quantum memories and quantum gates. Arguably the central result in the theory of fault-tolerant quantum computation, the threshold theorem guarantees that it is possible to construct reliable fault-tolerant quantum circuits provided the errors in state preparation, gates, and measurements are below a certain threshold error rate.
The central idea behind this theorem is to encode quantum information into quantum error correcting codes, the most common being stabilizer codes. To process information, we can choose to use a transversal gate architecture and measure Pauli observables. These gates prevent errors on a physical qubit from spreading to others within an encoded block. Unfortunately, these gates alone are insufficient to achieve universal quantum computation [4] .
Magic state injection is one common approach to overcome this limitation.
Gottesman and Chuang [5] explored what gates could be implemented via teleportation-based state injection. They showed that there existed a class of gates called the Clifford hierarchy that is intimately connected to fault tolerance and state injection. The connection between state injection and the third level of the Clifford hierarchy has been subsequently explored in [2, 6, 7] . The Clifford hierarchy is also important in understanding the possible transversal gates on stabilizer codes [1, 3] . Although previous attempts have been made in [9] , the full structure of gates within the Clifford hierarchy is still not known.
In this paper, we make partial progress towards answering this question by giving a complete characterization of the diagonal gates in every level of the Clifford hierarchy. We focus on prime-dimensional qudits, but the result also applies to qudits of prime-power dimension p r with a standard choice of Pauli group, since their Clifford group and Clifford hierarchies are isomorphic to those of r p-dimensional qudits. In particular, we show that if U is a diagonal gate in any level of the Clifford hierarchy for qudits of dimension p, it can be written as
where δ m (j) is a polynomial over Z p m (a multivariate polynomial in the case of multiple qudits). The level of the Clifford hierarchy in which it appears is determined by the largest value of m that appears in the sum and the degree of δ m (j) for that m.
Section II reviews some background material and establishes terminology. In section III, we prove the theorem for a single qudit. We generalize this result to n qudits in section IV and make some final comments in section V.
II. BACKGROUND
A single qudit of prime dimension p is associated with the complex Euclidean space C p . Let ω = exp (2πi/p) denote the p-th root of unity. The matrices X and Z are defined by their action on C p : for j ∈ Z p ,
where the addition is performed with respect to the field Z p .
We will be dealing in this paper not just with powers of ω, but with powers of exp(2πi/p m ).
Let P denote the single qudit Pauli group
We associate with n qudits the Hilbert space H = (C p ) ⊗n . P n := P ⊗n refers to the n-qudit Pauli group. The Pauli group defines the first level in the Clifford hierarchy: C (1) = {e iφ } · P n . We have added all global phases for later convenience. We define
and similarly for Z(v). Here, v is an element of Z n p , an n-dimensional vector over Z p .
The group of automorphisms of the Pauli group is called the Clifford group and is denoted C (2) . These gates play a central role in the theory of quantum error correction and fault tolerance. However, circuits composed entirely of gates from C (2) are not universal for quantum computation.
To get around this problem, we need gates from the third level of the Clifford hierarchy, C (3) , defined as
Any gate from this set can be used to construct a universal quantum circuit in conjunction with the Clifford group.
This can be generalized to define C (k) , the k th level of the Clifford hierarchy on H
This set of gates was first defined by Gottesman and Chuang [5] who showed that such gates can be implemented exactly via teleportation.
For k ≥ 3, the set of gates in the Clifford hierarchy no longer forms a group. However, diagonal Clifford operators
in the k th level of the Clifford hierarchy do form a group.
Proof. The proof works by induction on k. Since C (2) is a group, so is C (2) d . To prove the result for larger k, the main observation is that if unitary U is diagonal (regardless if it is in C
with V (v) also a diagonal unitary. Since U ∈ C
commutes with Z(v), we only need to consider conjugation of X(v).
since diagonal unitaries commute. By the inductive hypothesis,
, again by the inductive hypothesis. This implies that
III. SINGLE-QUDIT DIAGONAL UNITARY GATES AND THE CLIFFORD HIERARCHY
Let p be some prime number and m ∈ N be a fixed natural number. The ring Z p m is defined as
Any element c ∈ Z p m can be expressed as
where
i=0 are some constants in Z p . Let Θ : Z p ֒→ Z p m be an arbitrary function. It can be constructed using polynomials of degree at most p − 1. This can be seen as follows. Let δ k (j) be a delta function such that it is 1 when j = k and 0 otherwise. Θ can then be expressed as
for some constants θ k ∈ Z p m . δ k (j) is a polynomial of degree at most p − 1 since it can be expressed as
We shall be interested in studying diagonal unitary operators of the form
In this context, we shall refer to m as the precision of the unitary U . Note that all unitary operators U of precision m can be expressed in the manner above.
We begin by focusing on unitaries constructed using monomial Θ.
We ignore a = 0 because such unitaries are only a constant phase times the identity operator.
We then define the set of diagonal unitaries D m,a recursively:
As mentioned earlier, polynomials of degree p − 1 can be used to construct arbitrary functions Θ :
Hence, D m,p−1 can be used to construct any diagonal unitary of precision m.
Note that D 1,1 = Z is simply the set of all diagonal Pauli operators with global phase φ. Hence we may write
Among all the diagonal unitary gates, we single out a special class of gates called phase gates:
is the phase gate that changes the phase of |k :
Phase gates are not actually distinct diagonal unitary gates. Since the function δ k (j) can be represented as a polynomial of degree p − 1, the phase gate P m (k) ∈ D m,p−1 . Nevertheless, it will be helpful to be able to refer to P m (k) directly.
The main result of this section is the following theorem:
To prove this, we shall break the result into two lemmas, each showing containment of one group in the other.
Lemma 1. For m ∈ N, and 1 ≤ a ≤ p − 1,
Proof. The proof proceeds via induction on both m and a.
Base
This implies the weaker result
Induction on a:
Suppose we have proved
2. and
Consider the conjugation
We have separated the sum over j into two parts because this allows us to write it as a product of gates that can be easily identified. First, note that the entire expression contains a constant phase 
We have ignored terms of the form The next term of the expression (27) is a product of phase gates P m−d (0) times X, where d is at least 1. To pin down which level of the Clifford hierarchy U m,a lies in, we only need to consider the finest phase rotations i.e. the terms with the largest precision; the rest of the gates are lower in the hierarchy and can safely be ignored.
With this observation, we can write the above expression as exp 2πi
This can be further simplified.
The phase gate P m−1 (0) ∈ D m−1,p−1 ⊆ D m,a−1 and therefore the product P m−1 (0)W m,a−1 := V m,a−1 ∈ D m,a−1 . Hence, the above expression is exp 2πi
Using the inductive hypothesis, we know that
Therefore,
Induction on m:
Suppose we have shown that ∀m ′ < m and a ∈ Z p ,
Since the phase gate P m−1 (0) ∈ D m−1,p−1 , the inductive hypothesis stipulates
Lemma 2. D m,a ⊇ C 
Induction on (m, a):
Suppose U ∈ C
. Let us express U as
Without loss of generality we can let θ(0) = 0, absorbing the difference into a global phase. We would like to show that
For some φ ∈ [0, 1), we are guaranteed the existence of a unitary V ∈ C
From the inductive hypothesis, V is an element of D m,a−1 if a ≥ 2, and an element of D m−1,p−1 if a = 1. Let ∆θ denote the function
Together with Equation (44), this implies that for j = 0, 1, · · · , p − 1, we must have, for some
Then adding up the p equations in (46) we obtain
Since Z × p is a cyclic group, it is direct to show that
Substituting (49) into (48), we know that there exist
Since (m
Next, θ(j) can be derived from the inductive formula in equation (46),
Faulhaber's formula [8] on sums of powers of positive integers states that
where B k 's are the Bernoulli numbers and
. We use the following two facts on Bernoulli numbers:
2. The denominator of B 2n is the product of all prime numbers q such that q − 1 divides 2n.
In the following we discuss some properties of (j, a ′ ) in two cases.
Since a ′ ≤ p−2, p can not be a divisor of the denominator of any B 2n for 2n ≤ a ′ . Let L be the least common multiplier of the denominators of {B 2n , 2n ≤ a ′ } ∪ {B 1 }. Then L is coprime to p, and we have
Case 2:
In this case, (j, a ′ ), just like any function from Z p to Z p m ′ , can be written as a polynomial Θ a ′ (j) of degree at most p − 1 over Z p m ′ .
Finally, combining equations (52) and (55), we have
Again using the fact that (m Since
is an Abelian group, it can be written as a product of cyclic groups. Now that we know its structure, it is straightforward to determine this decomposition explicitly.
For m > 1, Any diagonal unitary of precision m on n qudits can be expressed as
As before, we shall start with unitaries whose exponents only contain monomial terms.
Similar to the single qudit case, j 
Note that D 1,ei = Z(e i ) · {e iφ } is the set of diagonal Paulis on the ith qudit with a global phase.
Definition 6. For w ∈ N, let S w denote the set
We then define
The main result of this section is the following theorem
As in the single qudit case, we shall break the proof of the theorem into two lemmas.
Proof. Base case: By definition
Inductive step: For w ′ < w, suppose we have shown that
Let m ∈ N and a ∈ Z which in the multiple-qudit case are actually functions of j 2 through j n , just not j 1 . For most of these functions, their value in θ is fixed by the corresponding polynomials in V , and therefore they are polynomials in θ as well. However, θ(0) disappears completely in ∆θ and now cannot be absorbed into the global phase either.
By repeating the argument for X(e j ) for j ∈ [n], we find that θ(0) and therefore U can be expressed as the product of unitaries Umj 
which implies
as desired.
Again, we can express C 
Proof. Again, U m,a ∼ = Z p m and includes U m ′ ,a for all m ′ < m but not U m ′ ,a ′ for a ′ = a. Thus, each value of a with wt (a) ≤ w gives one factor of Z mw,a . There is also a U (1) factor from the global phase.
V. CONCLUSION
We have given a complete characterization of the diagonal elements of the Clifford hierarchy in terms of polynomials and p m -th roots of unity. One interesting aspect of this result is that it shines light on the distinction between the qubit Clifford group and the qudit Clifford groups. C (k) d over qudits of dimension p involves only pth roots of unity for k < p. It is only when k = p do we need other roots of unity. For qubits, this change is already appearing at k = 2, the Clifford group, whereas for larger p it is delayed into the more exotic higher levels of the Clifford hierarchy.
